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purpose, as she made clearer and clearer to the other Powers. But
if Poland were to attack her in her comparatively defenceless
condition she might be in great difficulties. She could expect
no help from Soviet Russia, and Hitler had certainly made no
secret of his opposition to Bolshevism. Other reasons also suggested
an accommodation with Poland, and Beck, in his speech on
February 15, had shown the way when he said that the attitude
of Poland to Germany depended on the attitude of Germany to
Poland—as Berlin treated Warsaw, so Warsaw would treat
Berlin. Hitler now proposed that Poland and Germany should
work for a detente between them, and Pilsudski, who was the
first foreign statesmen to recognize the completeness of the revolu-
tion in Germany and the probable permanence of Hitlerism,
agreed. Under cover of a request for an interview that would
clarify the situation, Wysocki, the Polish Minister in Berlin,
met Hitler and von Neurath on May 2, and came to an under-
standing, which was endorsed later by Beck in Warsaw when he
saw the German Minister.
The result was manifest in the simultaneous publication in both
capitals of communiques declaring the intention of the respective
Governments to keep strictly within the limits of existing treaties
and to examine their respective interests without passion. In
the circumstances this conclusion was in reality very remarkable—
and unexpected by the rest of the Continent, which was far from
thinking that this was the initiation of a definite line of policy
of immense consequence to Europe, where the general view was
expressed by the Berlin correspondent of The Times when he
wrote that "the most that seems to have been accomplished is
a return to correct relationships and a dispersal of the dangerous
feeling that an early war was likely or inevitable." The Polish
Press was unanimous in recognizing the detente in Polish-German
relations, but was inclined to scepticism about its permanence,
whigh, it maintained, following Beck, would depend on Berlin,
not on Warsaw, where a durable peace with Germany was greatly
desired. Comment in the German Press, not yet under the full
control of the Nazis, was undecided—in the case of Nationalist,
Hugenberg papers there was hostility. Yet afterwards it was notice-

